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Examination, Science of Environmental Change. FFR 166  
Oct 21, 2010, 8.30-13.30 in Hörsalsvägen 
 
Note ! The time is 5 hours. 
 
Aids:   
  -Pocket calculator of category a “Chalmers-approved calculator”:  
       Casio FX82, Texas TI30, Sharp EL531 (checked by teacher on duty). 
  -Language dictionaries.   
  -Physical and mathematical tables.   
Teacher on duty: Sten Karlsson, extension: 3149, mobile 0737-553398 
 
Grading scale: 3: 37p,   4: 55p,  5: 73p    (of total 92 points).  
The achieved points from the three hand-ins (max 60) and the oral presentation (16) are 
weighted (14/76), rounded to nearest halfpoints and then added for grades 4 and 5. (Thus 
max 14 additional points.) 
 
Write structured and if possible be concise. Use figures if they make your answers clearer. 
Your answers should prove good understanding of the subject. 
 
Note!  Always start on a new paper when you turn to the next question. Write your 
exam code on every paper. 
 
Note!  Your answers should be in English.  
 
 
Katarina Gårdfeldt  
 
1 a/  Which are the names of the elements in CaCO4 and how many atoms of each 
element are found in one mole CaCO4 ?  (3p) 
 
b/ In the chemical context, what is meant by a radical ?  (1p) 
 
c/ Which of the following species are radicals? NO3, NO2, NO, OH, OH-, O, O2, O3  (4p) 
 
 
2/  Methane is a greenhouse gas which may react with a hydroxyl radical in the 
atmosphere. Write a balanced reaction formula for the initial step.  (2p)  
 
 
3/ Why is the hydroxyl radical a daytime oxidant and the nitrate radical a night time 
oxidant ?  (2p) 
 
  
4/ Describe the layers in the atmosphere and why it is stratified i.e. explain the 
temperature profile. Present your answer by a picture and in words.  (5p)  
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5 a/ Describe how photochemical smog is formed including the role of each component 
necessary for the formation. Discriminate between primary and secondary pollutants. 
Use reaction formulas and/or words.  (5p)  
 
b/ What is the end product when sulphur containing compounds are oxidised in the 
atmosphere? What is the ultimate fate of the end compound?  (2p)  
 
 
 
Sten Karlsson 
 
6. a)  
- Define the residence time and age, respectively, used when dealing with 
materials fluxes in the environment. 
- Give an example of and explain a system in steady state, for which the average 
age is larger than the average residence time. (4p)  
 
b) Estimate (give a rough figure and motivate) the optical depth of the cloud-free 
atmosphere for solar radiation in the visible spectra. (3p) 
 
 
7. a) An isolated system (that is, it has no energy or materials exhange with the 
environment ), which is not in equilibrium is left untouched. Draw and motivate a 
principal diagram showing the development over time for the system’s energy, entropy 
and exergy, respectively.   (2p) 
 
b) A person keeps a house at 20 °C by using the wind resource: A wind power plant, 
which converts to electricity 35% of the kinetic energy in the wind resource hitting the 
wind turbine, drives an electrically driven air-to-air heat pump for heating of the house. 
The heat pump takes heat from the outdoor air and has an energy COP (coefficient of 
performance) of 4.5 at a temperature of 5 °C outside the house.  
- Which exergy COP is achieved for the overall system (that is, from the wind energy 
flux hitting the turbine to the heat flux going into the house)?   (3p) 
 
 
8. a) Define the lapse rate concept used in atmospheric science and relate it to 
atmospheric stability. (3p) 
 
b) Temperature and salinity is important parameters in the ocean density and circulation 
and are affected by the atmosphere above.  
-How varies in general the salt concentration in the surface ocean from equator to pole?  
-How is this variation connected to the atmospheric circulation? (3p)  
 
 
9. C, N and S species can be utilized as electron acceptors in processes of oxidation of 
organic materials to yield energy/exergy. 
 - Gives examples of end product species in these processes for C, N and S, respectively.  
- What is a common condition for these processes to take place?  (4p) 
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10. Carbon turnover.  
a) The oceanic uptake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is very important for the 
future possible build up of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere.  
- Describe shortly the processes controlling the future oceanic uptake and fluxes of CO2 
from the atmosphere.  (4p) 
 
b) What is meant by “the missing sink”?  
How large is it?  
And where is it plausibly according to current knowledge?  (3p) 
 
 
11. Identify and describe briefly the major human disturbances in the nitrogen turnover 
giving rise to emissions to the environment of nitrate (NO3

-), ammonium (NH3) and 
nitric oxide (NO), respectively ! (6p) 
 
 
12 a) A new green house gas has been identified and you now shall calculate its Global 
Warming Potential.  
- What data do you need to gather to be able to calculate the GWP for this substance?  (3p)  
 
b) Now political focus and talk are on avoiding a larger than 2 °C increase in Earth mean 
surface temperature.  
- Which climate sensitivity is the maximum allowable if the maximum future radiative 
forcing will correspond to that of a doubling of the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere 
from the preindustrial level?  (2p) 
 
c) What is meant by a feedback in the climate change discourse? Which are and how 
works the three major feedbacks in the climate system according to current knowledge? (4p) 
 
 
 
Rod Stevens 
 

13. Sketch a curve for water production over time (use production and time as axes) 
from a renewable water source. Indicate “Peak Water” production on this curve 
and indicate what is the limiting factor for “Peak Water” production”.   

(3p) 
 

14. Sketch a curve for water production over time (use production and time as axes) 
from a groundwater source. Indicate what part of the curve is renewable and 
what part is non-renewable. Indicate “Peak Non-renewable Water” production on 
this curve. What factor is most limiting for the “Peak Renewable Water” 
production in this curve? 

(5p)  
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Stefan Wirsenius 
	  
15. (Stefan W1) Identify the four major soil-forming processes and describe how these 
processes develop and shape soils.  (4p)  
 
 
16 . (Stefan W2) Explain the mechanisms of how nitrogen deposition causes actual soil 
acidification. Also describe the case in which nitrogen deposition do not cause actual 
soil acidification. For each case, make drawing(s) of the relevant flows in the soil-plant 
profile.  (4p)  
 
 
 
Kjell Wallin 
 
17. For Darwinian evolution to occur, three requirements are needed – which are those? (3p)  
 
 
18. The development of every biological resource (N) over time is basically exponential. 
This pattern will depend of the birth (b) and death rate (d) of the individuals of the 
resource.  
An expression for this would be  

 
This model assumes both birth rate and death rate to be constant over time (t) 
If instead birth rate will depend on the size of the biological resource, as illustrated by 
the figure below, 

a. How will the equation look like? 
b. If the death rate equals 0.2, when will the biological resource stop to grow? 
c. What is the maximum size of this biological resource?    (5p) 
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